Vampires!

Yeah, yeah, we bandwagon-jumped. Whatever. The people like vampires, and the people will get vampires.
Section 1—Real Vampires

1. We all know that Count Dracula’s name is taken from real-life sadist (though non-vampire) Vlad III, “the Impaler.” What province did he govern? (Hint: not the one you think)

2. What Slavic countess kidnapped and killed a number of young girls in the early 1600s, reportedly drinking and bathing in their blood?

3. What was the nickname of American kidnapper/rapist/cannibal Albert Fish?

4. What American serial killer serving life in jail headed a “Vampire Clan” and claims to be an ancient vampire?

5. The serial killer called the “Vampire of Dusseldorf” inspired what classic German thriller?

Section 2—Count Dracula

Section 2.1—The Original Novel/Play/Film

6. With regards to its form, to what 18th century English novelistic genre does Dracula belong? (By “form” we mean the structure of the narrative--the novel is obviously “horror” by content.)

7. In what mountain chain is Dracula’s castle located?

8. What is the name of the English property Dracula purchases through Harker?

9. What is the name of Dracula’s manservant?

10. It’s well known that Dracula needs to sleep in a coffin during the day, but less well known that the coffin must contain what substance?

11. In this memorandum by Lucy Westenra, what type of flowers is she is referring to?
   17 September, Night.--I write this and leave it to be seen, so that no one may by any chance get into trouble through me. This is an exact record of what took place tonight. I feel I am dying of weakness, and have barely strength to write, but it must be done if I die in the doing. I went to bed as usual, taking care that the flowers were placed...

12. Who is being described?
   He is a seemingly arbitrary man, this is because he knows what he is talking about better than any one else. He is a philosopher and a metaphysician, and one of the most advanced scientists of his day, and he has, I believe, an absolutely open mind. This, with an iron nerve, a temper of the ice-brook, and indomitable resolution, self-command, and toleration exalted from virtues to blessings, and the kindliest and truest heart that beats, these form his equipment for the noble
work that he is doing for mankind, work both in theory and practice, for his views are as wide as his all-embracing sympathy.

13. In the film, what does Dracula claim that he never drinks?

14. What movie was shot at night on the same sets as the original Dracula?

15. The following year, the career of the film’s director was derailed by the controversy surrounding what now-cult-classic film?

Section 2.2 — Spinoffs

In what film does Count Dracula...

16. ...get shipped to a House of Horrors alongside the Frankenstein Monster?

17. ...bite and infect an African prince, who is set loose two hundred years later in Los Angeles?

18. ...unite a coalition of monsters to destroy a magic amulet, until stopped by a team of middle-school dorks?

19. ...attempt to animate his stillborn offspring using Frankenstein’s techniques, until stopped by an agent of the Catholic Church and a hot Romanian princess?

20. ...get revived from a Syrian pyramid and attempt to destroy the vampire-killing serum developed by a group of vampire hunters (who include a superhero vampire amongst them)?

Section 2.3 — Actors of Dracula

Name the film portrayals of Count Dracula from their pictures:

21.  
22.  
23.  
Section 3—Vampires (Other Than Dracula) in Movies

30. What German movie, largely based on Dracula, sees its title character use the plague as a cover for the killings in his town and on a ship where he stows away in a coffin?

31. What more recent movie depicts the star of the last question’s film as an actual vampire?

32. What other German silent movie sees a young man move to a French village infested by vampires who try to make people kill themselves?

33. What Swedish movie sees an unpopular boy befriend a girl who helps him fight bullies, only to discover that she’s a vampire?

34. What Japanese movie sees a schoolgirl hunt vampires with a katana on a military base?

35. What movie sees sexy vampires lure men to their death by opening a brothel under a mortuary?

36. What movie sees a vampire discover a plot to combine the strengths of vampires and werewolves into one being?
37. What movie sees two brothers on the run from the law end up stuck all night at a strip club infested with vampires?

38. What movie sees a a coven of vampires in a small California town attempt to recruit a pair of brothers, their parents newly-divorced, into their family?

39. Three years before he played an owl able to morph into a Goblin King, David Bowie played a 150-year old vampire in what goth cult favorite?

Section 4—Vampires on TV

Section 4.1—Buffy the Vampire Slayer/Angel

40. In one episode, we see both Willow and Xander as vampires. Whose thoughtless words create that result?

41. What mystical artifact would one use to give a vampire back his or her soul?

42. What was the Initiative’s code name for Spike?

43. What is Spike’s favorite television show?

44. What is Angel’s real first name?

45. What was Darla’s occupation when she was alive?

46. When explaining why he prefers that the world continue to exist, how does Spike describe human beings?

47. When Harmony attempts to confess to Cordelia that she is a vampire, what does Cordelia think Harmony is admitting?

48.–49. Over the course of the series, how many vampires ever successfully drank Buffy’s blood? For another point, name them.

50. When Buffy first meets Angel, what object does he give her?

51. What causes a re-souled vampire to lose his or her soul again? Be specific.

52. Where did Spike get his jacket?

53. When Spike gets his own personal BuffyBot, what information does he apparently provide for the robot about Willow? About Angel?

54. For Valentine’s Day one year, Spike gets Drusilla a pretty necklace. What does Angel get her?
Section 4.2 —True Blood

55. Who wrote the series of novels on which the show is based?

56. What attribute first draws Sookie to Bill?

57. What is the name of the most powerful vampire in the area, whom Sookie first meets at a vampire nightclub?

58. What derogatory term refers to people who seek out sex with vampires?

59. What’s Bill’s preferred flavor of Tru Blood?

Section 4.3 —Count von Count

60. What is the name of the Count’s car?

61. The Count has had two girlfriends during his 38 years on Sesame Street. Name them both.

62. Bert did the Pigeon and Ernie Put Down The Ducky; what dance did the count and his sidekicks create?

63. According to his theme song, what does the Count do when he’s completely alone?

Section 4.4 —Other Vampire-Themed TV Shows

64. More recently than “Angel,” what other network drama has featured a vampire PI in Los Angeles?

65. What show features an orphaned high schooler who falls for a vampire at her school whose brother is a serial killer?

66. What in-production-but-not-yet-airing show will feature a new policeman in a private community that includes supernatural terrors, including vampires?

67. In what TV show do Sam Dracula and his daughter move to suburban America along with the daughter’s Frankenstein-like husband, plus their son and adopted daughter?

68. What thin-waisted woman hosted a horror-themed TV show in the 1950s, though she may be best known now for appearing as a vampire in perhaps the worst movie ever made?

69. What cartoon featured the vampire nemesis of Danger Mouse?
Section 5—Vampires (Other Than Dracula) in Books

Section 5.1—Twilight

70. Okay, let’s just get this out of the way: what oh-so-mockable physical trait distinguishes Twilight vampires from the other vampires in this bonus?

71. What name does Bella give her freakish half-vampire baby?

72. Bella and Edward were college-bound before her freakish pregnancy. To what school were they going?

73. What newborn vampire, who first appeared in the third Twilight book, is getting her very own novella this summer, and what is the name of the tantalizing tale?

74. What are the names of Bella’s oh-so-doting parents who let their baby girl cavort with werewolves and the undead?

75. Complete the analogy—BELLA: EDWARD ::

   a) CARLISLE: JACOB
   b) ALICE: JASPER
   C) ROSALIE: ALICE
   D) EMMET: ESME

76. Bella hates parties, and no wonder. What disaster struck at her 18th birthday party that caused a Cullen vampire to turn against her, and who was that naughty vampire?

Vampires in the Twilight Universe are organized by coven (yes, like witches). Given the Coven, fill in the missing members.
   -- denotes a bonded pair.

77. The Amazon Coven
   - Kachiri
   - __________
   - Zafrina

78. The Romanian Coven
   - Stefan
   - __________

79. The Irish Coven
   - __________
   - Siobhan -- Liam
80. The Egyptian Coven
   - Amiun--Kebi
   - ________--Tia

81. The Olympic Coven
   - Carlisle--Esme
   - Edward--Bella
   - Jasper--________
   - Rosalie--________
   - Renesmee

Section 5.2 —The Vampire Chronicles

82. Who narrates most of *The Vampire Chronicles*?

83. What nickname do some older vampires give to that character?

84. What reporter undertakes the title “interview” of the first book?

85. Who are “Those Who Must Be Kept”?

86. What is Louis’s last name?

Section 5.3 —Vampires in the Discworld

87. How did the Count and Countess Notfarotoe (a.k.a. Arthur and Doreen Winkins) become vampires?

88. What are vampires who have sworn off drinking blood known as?

89. What clever innovation does Otto von Chriek use to help himself return to the flesh quickly upon his inevitable and repeated transformations into dust?

90. According to the novel *Carpe Jugulum*, how do young vampires such as Lacrimosa Magpyr express their rebellious nature?

Section 5.4 —Other Vampire Books

91. The first modern vampire novel, *The Vampyre*, was based on a story sketch by whom? What other novel was begun over the same weekend, in the same house, when he came up with that story?

92. What was the best-selling pre-*Dracula* vampire novel, focusing on a female vampire?

93. What title character of a vampire-themed children’s novel sucks the life juices of vegetables,
creating zombie celery?

94. What titular anti-vampire power does Rae Seddon have?

95. Following adaptations of several classic British novels to involve supernatural creatures is a book by the same author depicting what figure from American history as a “vampire hunter”?

96. What best-selling vampire sequel deals with a pair of San Francisco lovers’ attempts to stay together, despite the fact that one has turned the other into a vampire?

97. Who is the protagonist of a tetralogy of trilogies about a boy who has a circus sideshow man turn him into a half-vampire?

Section 6—Vampires in Games

Section 6.1—Vampire: the Masquerade

98. What do vampires in the VtM universe generally call themselves?

99. And what do they call humans?

100. What nickname applies to vampires from clan Nosferatu?

101. Within the VtM universe, you meet a vampire who is obsessed with art, loves gossip, and whose very presence can inspire awe in those around them. To what clan does this vampire most likely belong?

102. In the VtM video game, “Bloodlines,” what was particularly notable about Therese and Jeanette, the owners of the Asylum nightclub?

103. What clan is associated with each of the following symbols?

a. b. c.
Section 6.2 —Castlevania

104. What family spent has spent ten centuries hunting down and killing various incarnations of Dracula?

105. What is the full name of their primary weapon against him?

106. The twentieth-century possessors of that weapon bear what surname?

107. What is the name of Dracula’s half-human son?

108. What are the three Dominus glyphs?

Section 6.3 —Other Vampire Games

109. What ass-kicking female half-vampire seeks out and attempts to kill her Nazi father and his cult?

110. What sequel sees its hero try to save a prince from a coven of vampires while seeking out the secrets of the Holy Grail?

111. What popular strategy game series features the recruitment of vampire armies from Mansions or Estates?

112. What NES game features Dracula on the town wearing pump-up Reeboks?

113. What European adventure game company has produced four puzzle-based games featuring Dracula?
Section 7—Vampires in Music

From the lyrics below involving vampires, name the song.

114. “All the vampires walking through the valley/ Move west down Ventura Boulevard”

115. “A vampire bat, an inhuman beast/ She ought to be locked up and never released”

116. “From my laboratory in the castle east / To the master bedroom where the vampires feast / The ghouls all came from their humble abodes / To get a jolt from my electrodes”

117. “Run, run, her kiss is a vampire grin/ The moon lights her way while she’s howling at him”

118. Of what punctuation are Vampire Weekend not especially fond?

Miscellaneous

119. Who is Spider-Man’s best bloodsucking friend?

120. What recent sitcom features a running joke about its protagonist’s attempt to make an independent film called Dr. Acula?

121. Similarly, what stand-up comic warned his listeners about the holes he’d gotten in his neck from his new doctor, Dr. Acula?

122. What short-lived, awful Broadway musical starred Michael Crawford as a vampire and featured the song “Carpe Nachtum”?

123. Seeing as the epithet “octopus” was taken up by Standard Oil back in the day, what company has recently been pilloried as a “vampire squid”?

124. If your friend gets you a lovely flower of the genus Dracula, what common name would you use for that flower?

125. What’s the best-selling cereal relevant to this bonus?